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Comedy Action
In Post-Production
KIM Bong-han [ Ordinary Person ]

KWAK Do-won [ The Man Standing Next / Steel Rain ]

KIM Dae-myeung [ The Drug King / Golden Slumber ]

KIM Sang-ho [ The Negotiation / The Witness ]

KIM Hie-won [ The Divine Move 2: The Wrathful / The Merciless ]

Disaster Drama
In Post-Production
KIM Ji-hoon [ Tower / Sector 7 ]

CHA Seung-won [ Cheer Up, Mr. Lee / Believer ]

KIM Sung-kyun [ The Divine Move 2: The Wrathful / Fengshui ]

LEE Kwang-soo [ Tazza: One Eyed Jack / Inseparable Bros ]

Fantasy Drama
In Post-Production
YOOK Sang-hyo [ Inseparable Bros / Almost Che ]

KIM Hae-sook [ Herstory / RV: Resurrected Victims ]

SHIN Min-a [ My Love, My Bride / Gyeongju ]

Drama
In Post-Production
PARK Dong-hoon
CHOI Min-sik [ Forbidden Dream / Lucy / Roaring Currents ]

KIM Dong-hwi  feature debut

Horror Mystery
In Post-Production
HYUN Moon-seop feature debut

PARK Shin-yang [ Man on the Edge ]

LEE Min-ki [ Shoot Me in the Heart / For the Emperor ]

LEE Re [ Seven Years of Night / How To Steal A Dog / HOPE ]

Action Thriller
In Post-Production
NA Hyun [ The Prison ]

SUL Kyung-gu [ Man of Men / Birthday / Idol ]

PARK Hae-soo [ Time to Hunt / By Quantum Physics: A Nightlife Venture ]

Disaster Thriller
In Production
HAN Jae-rim [ The King / The Face Reader / The Show Must Go On ]

SONG Kang-ho [ Parasite / The Drug King / A Taxi Driver ]

LEE Byung-hun [ The Man Standing Next / Ashfall / The Fortress ]

JEON Do-yeon [ Beasts Clawing at Straws / Birthday ]

Sold Territories
Indonesia, Japan, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Vietnam, and world in-flight

Sold Territories
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Latin America, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, and Vietnam

Sold Territories
Indonesia, Philippines, and Taiwan

THE GOLDEN HOLIDAY

SINKHOLE

OUR SEASON

IN OUR PRIME

DEVILS STAY

YAKSHA: RUTHLESS OPERATIONS

EMERGENCY DECLARATION

The first family trip to the Philippines turns into
an investigation of local murder case surrounding 
‘Yamashita’s Gold’
A laid-back countryside detective Byung-soo (KWAK Do-won) takes his family to 
the Philippines for his 10th wedding anniversary. In fact, his hidden agenda is to track 
down his old friend Yong-bae (KIM Sang-ho) who scammed him and got away a few 
years ago. In Manila, Byung-soo finds Yong-bae in prison for murder, and hears about 
the case surrounding ‘Yamashita’s Gold’. Swayed by a share of the Gold that Yong-bae 
offers, Byung-soo suddenly becomes embroiled in the case.

A house earned after 11 years of effort 
falls deep into the ground in a minute
An average citizen Dong-won (KIM Sung-kyun) and his family move into a house 
bought after years of hard work. Filled with happiness, he invites his colleagues for a 
housewarming party, but the heavy rain during the night before creates a gigantic 
sinkhole, and in a mere minute, it swallows up the whole house and the people 
inside. Hundreds of meters down the hole, Dong-won, his neighbor Man-su 
(CHA Seung-won), and the unfortunate guests must find their way out. Rain starts to 
pour down, filling the sinkhole with water, and they’re running out of time.

Mother and daughter’s miraculous days 
during a vacation from afterlife
Bok-ja (KIM Hae-sook) is granted a special vacation after her death, which allows her 
to go see her daughter, Jin-joo (SHIN Min-a), a university professor living abroad. 
Unlike her expectation, Bok-ja finds Jin-joo living in her old house running a local 
diner and becomes frustrated with questions that she is unable to ask. After spending 
time alongside Jin-joo, Bok-ja realizes that her daughter is struggling with the 
unresolved feelings about her, and tries to find a way to show her sincere feelings that 
she had never shared before.

Special classes of math between two outcasts:
A genius mathematician with a hidden past
and a needy student given up on math
Ji-woo (KIM Dong-hwi), an outcast in a prestigious private high school, does not fit in 
due to different social backgrounds than his well-to-do classmates. One day, he meets 
Hak-sung (CHOI Min-sik), the school’s security guard who is actually a mathematical 
genius defected from North Korea, now living with his past shut away. Ji-woo asks 
Hak-sung to teach him math, and although reluctant at first, Hak-sung eventually agrees 
to. Finding each other in their most difficult times, Ji-woo and Hak-sung open up to one 
another during their special math lessons, but their friendship is at risk when Ji-woo is 
framed for an incident in school, and Hak-sung is faced with people prying on his past.

In three days, the devil shall be gone or awoken
When Seung-do (PARK Shin-yang), a heart specialist, and his wife find their daughter 
So-mi (LEE Re) showing strange symptoms by the day, they decide to attempt an 
exorcism ritual. Upon arrival, Priest Ban (LEE Min-ki) is sure there is the devil 
inside her, and the ritual seems to drive it out successfully, but ends in So-mi’s 
sudden death. As her funeral begins, Seung-do, who notices some strange signs in 
So-mi’s body, confronts his conviction that she may not be dead yet, and her heart is 
still beating. No one believes him, especially Priest Ban, who strongly opposes him 
saying that it is by the menacing spirit inside her. During three days of So-mi’s funeral, 
they must each uncover the terrifying truth about the mystery, and prove who is right, 
to save her.

Enter the land of spies, but careful where it leads you
In Shenyang, China, a silent battlefield of spies as the center of Asia, Kang-in 
(SUL Kyung-gu), the director of National Intelligence Service’s overseas branch, 
leads his Black Team with the best agents in carrying out covert missions. Kang-in is 
notorious for mercilessly taking any measure to get what he wants, earning himself 
the nickname “Yaksha,” a human-devouring spirit. One day, Ji-hoon (PARK Hae-soo) 
arrives as a prosecutor to investigate Black Team, and even with their ignorance, he 
finds out that their real mission concerns a case that can shake up the whole continent. 
Soon enough, Kang-in needs to use all his sources, even Ji-hoon, to find his way deeper 
into the case.

An aircraft is forced to declare an emergency
when an unprecedented terror occurs inflight
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